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Social Sciences Faculty 
Assessment Cover Sheet 

Components to be Evaluated 

5.2 Analyses the rights and responsibilities of individuals in a range of consumer contexts 
5.4 Analyses key factors affecting commercial decisions 
5.5 Evaluates options for solving commercial and legal problems and issues 
5.6 Monitors and modifies the implementation of plans designed to solve commercial and legal 

problems and issues 
5.7 Researches and assesses commercial and legal information using a variety of sources 

 

Weighting: 30%: 

Outline of Task 
 

You are to prepare an itinerary for a four week overseas holiday.  You cannot exceed your 
budget of $15 000.  You are to collect a brochure for the principal (main) place you are 
intending to visit as part of your itinerary. You are also to include: 

 Any information required for overseas travel (including visas, health checks, etc). 

 Details of all activities, accommodation and transport. 

 A full break-down of costs involved, including any contingency/emergency fund. 
 
You may present your itinerary in any way you choose.  This could be as a brochure, report, 
poster project, PowerPoint presentation, etc.   



Year 10 Commerce 

Travel Assessment Task 
 

 
     Assessment Rubric 
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_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
A 

(25-30) 

-Student thoroughly identifies and gathers legal and travel information 
-Student thoroughly organises and interprets legal and travel information  
-Student thoroughly uses a range of forms to communicate legal and travel information 
-Student uses technology to investigate and present legal and travel information at a high 
standard 
- Student thoroughly considers and evaluates options and factors influencing choices involved in 
planning a travel itinerary.  
-The information was very well organised and presented. 

 
B 

(19-24) 

-Student coherently identifies and gathers legal and travel information 
-Student coherently organises and interprets legal and travel information  
-Student coherently uses a range of forms to communicate legal and travel information 
-Student uses technology to investigate and present legal and travel information at a satisfactory 
level. 
- Student coherently considers and evaluates options and factors influencing choices involved in 
planning a travel itinerary.  
-The information was well organised and presented. 

 
 

C 
(13-18) 

-Student identifies and gathers legal and travel information at a basic level 
-Student organises and interprets legal and travel information at a basic level 
-Student uses a range of forms to communicate legal and travel information at a basic level. 
-Student uses technology to investigate and present legal and travel information at a basic level 
- Student considers options and factors influencing choices involved in planning a travel itinerary 
at a basic level.  
-The information was organised and presented at a basic level. 

 
D 

(7-12) 

-Student identifies and gathers legal and travel information at a minimal standard.  
-Student organises legal and travel information  
-Student uses a range of forms to communicate legal and travel information at a minimal 
standard. 
-Student uses technology to investigate and present legal and travel information at a minimal 
standard 
- Student considers options and factors influencing choices involved in planning a travel itinerary 
at a minimal level.  
-The information was poorly organised and presented 

 
E 

(1-6) 

-Student insufficiently identifies and gathers legal and travel information 
-Student organises and interprets legal and travel information insufficiently 
-Student insufficiently uses a range of forms to communicate legal and travel information 
-Student uses technology to investigate and present legal and travel information insufficiently 
-Student insufficiently considers options and factors influencing choices involved in planning a 
travel itinerary.  
-The information was poorly organised and presented. 

U 
(0) 

Non-attempt of the assessment task.  


